We give two different characterizations of the type of dimensionality-reducing map Π that can be used for spectral error approximate matrix multiplication (AMM). Both imply a random data-oblivious Π with m = O(r/ε 2 ) rows suffices, wherer is the maximum stable rank, i.e. squared ratio of Frobenius and operator norms, of the matrices being multiplied. This answers the main open question of [MZ11, KVZ14] , and is optimal for any random oblivious map.
Introduction
Much recent work has successfully utilized randomized dimensionality reduction techniques to speed up solutions to linear algebra problems, with applications in machine learning, statistics, optimization, and several other domains; see the recent monographs [HMT11, Mah11, Woo14] for more details. In our work here, we give new spectral norm guarantees for approximate matrix multiplication (AMM). Aside from AMM being interesting in its own right, it has become a useful primitive in the literature for analyzing algorithms for other large-scale linear algebra problems as well. We show applications of our new guarantees to speeding up standard algorithms for generalized regression and low-rank approximation problems. We also describe applications of our results to k-means clustering (discovered in [CEM + 15]) and nonparametric regression [YPW15] .
In AMM we are given A, B each with a large number of rows n, and the goal is to compute some matrix C such that C − A T B X is "small", for some norm · X . Furthermore, we would like to compute C much faster than the usual time required to exactly compute A T B.
Work on randomized methods for AMM began with [DKM06] , which focused on · X = · F , i.e., Frobenius norm error. They showed by picking an appropriate sampling matrix Π ∈ R m×n , (ΠA)
with good probability, if m = Ω(1/ε 2 ). By a sampling matrix, we mean the rows of Π are independent, and each row is all zero except for a 1 in a random location according to some appropriate distribution. If A ∈ R n×d and B ∈ R n×p , note (ΠA) T (ΠB) can be computed in O(mdp) time once ΠA and ΠB are formed, as opposed to the straightforward O(ndp) time to compute A T B.
The Frobenius norm error guarantee of Eq.
(1) was also later achieved in [Sar06, Lemma 6] via a different approach, with some later optimizations to the parameters in [KN14, Theorem 6.2]. The approach of Sarlós was not via sampling, but rather to use a matrix Π drawn from a distribution satisfying an "oblivious Johnson-Lindenstrauss (JL)" guarantee, i.e. a distribution D over R m×n satisfying the following condition for some ε, δ ∈ (0, 1/2):
Such a matrix Π can be taken with m = O(ε −2 log(1/δ)) [JL84] . Furthermore, one can take Π to be a Fast JL transform [AC09] (or any of the follow-up improvements [AL13, KW11, NPW14, Bou14, HR16]) or a sparse JL transform [DKS10, KN14] to speed up the computation of ΠA and ΠB. One could also use the Thorup-Zhang sketch [TZ12] combined with a certain technique of [LBKW14] (see [Woo14, Theorem 2 .10] for details) to efficiently boost success probability.
Other than Frobenius norm error, the main other error guarantee investigated in previous work is spectral error. That is, we would like C − A T B to be small, where M denotes the largest singular value of M . If one is interested in applying A T B to some set of input vectors then this type of error is the most meaningful, since C − A T B being small is equivalent to Cx ≈ A T Bx for any x. The first work along these lines was again by [DKM06] , who gave a procedure based on entry-wise sampling of the entries of A and B. The works [DMM06, SS11] showed that row-sampling according to leverage scores also provides the desired guarantee with few samples.
Then [Sar06] , combined with a quantitative improvement in [CW13] , showed that one can take a Π drawn from an oblivious JL distribution with δ = 2 −Θ(r) where r(·) denotes rank and r = r(A) + r(B). Then for Π with m = O((r + log(1/δ))/ε 2 ), with probability at least 1 − δ over Π, (ΠA) T (ΠB) − A T B ≤ ε A B .
As we shall see shortly via a very simple lemma (Lemma 1), a sufficient deterministic condition implying Eq. (3) is that Π is an O(ε)-subspace embedding for the r-dimensional subspace spanned by the columns of A, B. The notion of a subspace embedding was introduced by [Sar06] .
Definition 1. Π is an ε-subspace embedding for U ∈ R n×r , U T U = I, if Π satisfies Eq. (3) with A = B = U , i.e. (ΠU ) T (ΠU ) − I ≤ ε. This is equivalent to ∀x ∈ R r , (1 − ε) x 2 2 ≤ ΠU x 2 2 ≤ (1 + ε) x 2 2 , i.e. Π preserves norms of all vectors in the subspace spanned by the columns U . An (ε, δ, r)-oblivious subspace embedding (OSE) is a distribution D over R m×n such that ∀U ∈ R n×r , U T U = I, P Π∼D ( (ΠU ) T (ΠU ) − I > ε) < δ.
Fast subspace embeddings Π, i.e. such that the products ΠA and ΠB can be computed quickly, are known using variants on the Fast JL transform such as the Subsampled Randomized Hadamard Transform (SRHT) [Sar06, LWM + 07, Tro11, LDFU13] (also see a slightly improved analysis of the SRHT in Section A.2) or via sparse subspace embeddings [CW13, MM13, NN13, LMP13, CLM + 15, Coh16] . In most applications it is important to have a fast subspace embedding to shrink the time it takes to transform the input data to a lower-dimensional form. The SRHT is a construction of a Π such that ΠA can be computed in time O(nd log n) (see Section A.2 for details of the construction). The sparse subspace embedding constructions have some parameter m rows and exactly s non-zero entries per column, so that ΠA can be computed in time O(s · nnz(A)), where nnz(·) is the number of non-zero entries, and there is a tradeoff in the upper bounds between m and s.
An issue addressed by the work of [MZ11] is that of robustness. As stated above, achieving Eq. (3) requires Π be a subspace embedding for an r-dimensional subspace. However, consider the case when A (and similarly for B) is of high rank but can be expressed as the sum of a low-rank matrix plus high-rank noise of small magnitude, i.e., A =Ã + E A forÃ of rank r(Ã) ≪ r, and where E A is very small but E A has high (even full) rank. One would hope the noise could be ignored, but standard results require Π to have a number of rows at least as large as r, regardless of how small the magnitude of the noise is. Another case of interest (as we will see in Section 3) is when A and B are each of high rank, but their singular values decay at some appropriate rate. As discussed in Section 3, in several applications where AMM is not the final goal but rather is used as a primitive in analyzing an algorithm for some other problem (such as k-means clustering or nonparametric regression), the matrices that arise do indeed have such decaying singular values.
The work [MZ11] remedied this by considering the stable ranksr(A),r(B) of A and B. Definẽ r(A) = A 2 F / A 2 . Noter(A) ≤ r(A) always, but can be much less if A has a small tail of singular values. Letr denoter(A) +r(B). Among other results, [MZ11] showed that to achieve Eq. (3) with good probability, one can take Π to be a random (scaled) sign matrix with either m = Ω(r/ε 4 ) or m = Ω(r log(d + p)/ε 2 ) rows. As noted in follow-up work [KVZ14] , both the 1/ε 4 dependence and the log(d + p) factor are undesirable. In their data-driven low dimensional embedding application, they wanted a dimension m independent of the original dimensions, which are assumed much larger than the stable rank, and also wanted lower dependence on 1/ε. To this end, [KVZ14] defined the nuclear rank asñr(A) = A * / A and showed m = Ω(ñr/ε 2 ) rows suffice forñr =ñr(A) +ñr(B). Here A * is the nuclear norm, i.e., sum of singular values of A. Since A 2 F is the sum of squared singular values, it is straightforward to see thatñr(A) ≥r(A) always. Thus there is a tradeoff: the stable rank guarantee is worsened to nuclear rank, but dependence on 1/ε is improved to quadratic.
We show switching to the weakerñr guarantee is unnecessary by showing quadratic dependence on 1/ε holds even with stable rank. This answers the main open question of [MZ11, KVZ14] .
To state our results in a more natural way, we rephrase our main result to say that we achieve
for an arbitrary k ≥ 1, and we do so by using subspace embeddings for O(k)-dimensional subspaces in a certain black box way (which will be made precise soon) regardless of the ranks of A, B.
Remark 1. Note that our previously stated main contribution is equivalent, since one could set k =r(A) +r(B) to arrive at the conclusion that subspace embeddings for O(r)-dimensional subspaces yield the guarantee in Eq. (3). Alternatively one could obtain the Eq. (4) guarantee via Eq. (3) with error parameter ε ′ = Θ(ε · min{1, (r(A) ·r(B))/k}).
Henceforth, we use the following definition.
Definition 2. For conforming matrices A T , B, we say Π satisfies the (k, ε)-approximate spectral norm matrix multiplication property ((k, ε)-AMM) for A, B if Eq. (4) holds. If Π is random and satisfies (k, ε)-AMM with probability 1−δ for any fixed A, B, then we say Π satisfies (k, ε, δ)-AMM.
Our main contribution: We give two different characterizations for Π supporting (k, ε)-AMM, both of which imply (k, ε, δ)-AMM Π having m = O((k + log(1/δ))/ε 2 ) rows. The first characterization applies to any OSE distribution for which a moment bound has been proven for (ΠU ) T (ΠU ) − I (which is true for the best analyses of all known OSE's). In this case, we show a black box theorem: any (ε, δ, 2k)-OSE provides (k, ε, δ)-AMM. Since matrices with subgaussian entries and m = Ω((k + log(1/δ))/ε 2 ) are (ε, δ, 2k)-OSE's, our originally stated main result follows. This result is optimal, since [NN14] shows any randomized distribution over Π with m rows having the (k, ε, δ)-AMM property must have m = Ω((k + log(1/δ))/ε 2 ) (the hard instance there is when A = B = U has orthonormal columns, and thus rank and stable rank are equal). Our second characterization identifies certain deterministic conditions which, if satisfied by Π, imply the desired (k, ε)-AMM property. These conditions are of the form: (1) Π should preserve a certain set of O(log(1/ε)) different subspaces of varying dimensions (all depending on k, ε and not on the ranks of A, B) with varying distortions, and (2) for a certain two matrices in our analysis, left-multiplication by Π should not increase their operator norms by more than an O(1) factor. These conditions are chosen carefully so that matrices with subgaussian entries and m = Ω(k/ε 2 ) satisfy all conditions simultaneously with high probability, again thus proving our main result while also suggesting that the conditions we have identified are the "right" ones.
Due to the black box reliance on the subspace embedding primitive in our proofs, Π need not only be a subgaussian map. Thus not only do we improve on m compared with previous work, but also in terms of the general class of Π our result applies to. For example given our first characterization, not only does it suffice to use a random sign matrix with Ω(k/ε 2 ) rows, but in fact one can apply our theorem to more efficient subspace embeddings such as the SRHT or sparse subspace embeddings, or even constructions discovered in the future. That is, one can automatically transfer bounds proven for the subspace embedding property to the (k, ε)-AMM property. Thus, for example, the best known SRHT analysis (in our appendix, see Theorem 9) implies (k, ε, δ)-AMM for m = Ω((k + log(1/(εδ)) log(k/δ))/ε 2 ) rows. For sparse subspace embeddings, the analysis in [Coh16] implies m = Ω(k log(k/δ)/ε 2 ) suffices with s = O(log(k/δ)/ε) non-zeroes per column of Π. The only reason for the log k loss in m for these particular distributions is not due to our theorems, but rather due to the best analyses for the simpler subspace embedding property in previous work already incurring the extra log k factor (note being a subspace embedding for a k-dimensional subspace is simply a special case of (k, ε)-AMM where A = B = U has k orthonormal columns). In the case of the SRHT, this extra log k factor is actually necessary [Tro11] ; for sparse subspace embeddings, it is conjectured that the log k factor can be removed and that m = Ω((k+log(1/δ))/ε 2 ) actually suffices to obtain an OSE [NN13, Conjecture 14]. We also discuss in Remark 3 that one can set Π to be Π 1 · Π 2 where Π 1 has subgaussian entries with O(k/ε 2 ) rows, and Π 2 is some other fast OSE (such as the SRHT or sparse subspace embedding), and thus one could obtain the best of both worlds: (1) Π has O(k/ε 2 ) rows, and (2) can be applied to any A ∈ R n×d in time T + O(km ′ d/ε 2 ), where T is the (fast) time to apply Π 2 to A, and m ′ is the number of rows of Π 2 . For example, by appropriate composition as discussed in Remark 3, Π can have O(k/ε 2 ) rows and support multiplying ΠA for
We also observe the proof of the main result of [BSS12] can be modified to show that given any A, B each with n rows, and given any ε ∈ (0, 1/2), there exists a diagonal matrix Π ∈ R n×n with O(k/ε 2 ) non-zero entries, and that can be computed by a deterministic polynomial time algorithm, achieving (k, ε)-AMM. The original work of [BSS12] achieved Eq. (3) with m = O(r/ε 2 ) for r being the sum of ranks of A, B. The work [BSS12] stated their result for the case A = B, but the general case of potentially unequal matrices reduces to this case; see Section 4. Our observation also turns out to yield a stronger form of [KMST10, Theorem 3.3]; also see Section 4.
As mentioned, aside from AMM being interesting on its own, it is a useful primitive widely used in analyses of algorithms for several other problems, including k-means clustering [BZMD15, CEM + 15], nonparametric regression [YPW15] , linear least squares regression and low-rank approximation [Sar06] , approximating leverage scores [DMMW12] , and several other problems (see [Woo14] for a recent summary). For all these, analyses of correctness for algorithms based on dimensionality reduction via some Π rely on Π satisfying AMM for certain matrices in the analysis.
After making certain quantitative improvements to connections between AMM and applications, and combining them with our main result, in Section 3 we obtain the following new results.
1. Generalized regression: Given A ∈ R n×d and B ∈ R n×p , consider the problem of computing X * = argmin X∈R d×p AX − B . It is standard that X * = (A T A) + A T B where (·) + is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. The bottleneck here is computing A T A, taking O(nd 2 ) time. A popular approach is to instead computeX = ((ΠA) T (ΠA)) + (ΠA) T ΠB, i.e., the minimizer of ΠAX − ΠB . Note that computing (ΠA) T (ΠA) (given ΠA) only takes a smaller O(md 2 ) amount of time. We show that if Π satisfies (k, O( √ ε))-AMM for U A , PĀB, and is also an O(1)-subspace embedding for a certain r(A)-dimensional subspace (see Theorem 3), then
where P A is the orthogonal projection onto the column space of A, PĀ = I − P A , and U A has orthonormal columns forming a basis for the column space of A. The punchline is that if the regression error PĀB has high actual rank but stable rank only on the order of r(A), then we obtain multiplicative spectral norm error with Π having fewer rows. Generalized regression is a natural extension of the case when B is a vector, and arises for example in Regularized Least Squares Classification, where one has multiple (non-binary) labels, and for each label one creates a column of B; see e.g. [CLL + 10] for this and variations.
2. Low-rank approximation: We are given A ∈ R n×d and integer k ≥ 1, and we want to compute A k = argmin r(X)≤k A − X . The Eckart-Young theorem implies A k is obtained by truncating the SVD of A to the top k singular vectors. The standard way to use dimensionality reduction for speedup, introduced in [Sar06] , is to let S = ΠA then computeÃ = AP S . Then returnÃ k , the best rank-k approximation ofÃ, instead of A k (it is knownÃ k can be computed more efficiently than
for U k and A − A k , and is a (1/2)-subspace embedding for the column space of A k , then
The punchline is that if the stable rank of the tail A − A k is on the same order as the rank parameter k, then standard algorithms from previous work for Frobenius multiplicative error actually in fact also provide spectral multiplicative error. This property indeed holds for any k for popular kernel matrices in machine learning such as the gaussian and Sobolev kernels (see [RHV11] and Examples 2 and 3 of [YPW15] ), and low-rank approximation of kernel matrices has been applied to several machine learning problems; see [GM13] for a discussion.
We also explain in Section 3 how our result has already been applied in recent work on dimensionality reduction for k-means clustering [CLM + 15], and how it generalizes results in [YPW15] on dimensionality reduction for nonparametric regression to use a larger class of embeddings Π.
Preliminaries and notation
We frequently use the singular value decomposition (SVD). For a matrix A ∈ R n×d of rank r, consider the compact SVD A = U A Σ A V T A where U A ∈ R n×r and V A ∈ R d×r each have orthonormal columns, and Σ A is diagonal with strictly positive diagonal entries (the singular values of A). We assume (Σ A ) i,i ≥ (Σ A ) j,j for i < j. We let P A = U A U T A denote the orthogonal projection operator onto the column space of A. We use span(A) to refer to the subspace spanned by A's columns.
Often for a matrix A we write A k as the best rank-k approximation to A under Frobenius or spectral error (obtained by writing the SVD of A then setting all (Σ A ) i,i to 0 for i > k). We often denote A − A k as Ak. For matrices with orthonormal columns, such as U A , (U A ) k denotes the n × k matrix formed by removing all but the first k columns of U . When A is understood from context, we often write U ΣV T instead of U A Σ A V T A , and U k to denote (U A ) k (and Σ k for (Σ A ) k , etc.).
Analysis of matrix multiplication for stable rank
First we record a simple lemma relating subspace embeddings and AMM.
Lemma 1. Let E = span{A, B}, and let Π be an ε-subspace embedding for E. Then Eq. (3) holds.
Proof. First, without loss of generality we may assume A = B = 1 since we can divide both sides of Eq. (3) by A · B . Let U be a matrix whose columns form an orthonormal basis for E. Then note for any x, y we can write Ax = U w, By = U z where w ≤ x , z ≤ y . Then
Lemma 1 implies that if A, B each have rank at most r, it suffices for Π to have Ω(r/ε 2 ) rows. In the following two subsections, we give two different characterizations for Π to provide (k, ε)-AMM, both only requiring Π to have Ω(k/ε 2 ) rows, independent of r.
Characterization for (k, ε, δ)-AMM via a moment property
Here we provide a way to obtain (k, ε)-AMM for any Π whose subspace embedding property has been established using the moment method, e.g. sparse subspace embeddings [MM13, NN13, Coh16] , dense subgaussian matrices as analyzed in Section A.1, or even the SRHT as analyzed in Section A.2. Our approach in this subsection is inspired by the introduction of the "JL-moment property" in [KN14] to analyze approximate matrix multiplication with Frobenius error. The following is a generalization of [KN14, Definition 6.1], which was only concerned with d = 1.
Note that this is just a special case of bounding the expectation of an arbitrary function of (ΠU ) T (ΠU ) − I . The arguments below will actually apply to any nonnegative, convex, increasing function of (ΠU ) T (ΠU ) − I 2 , but we restrict to moments for simplicity of presentation. The acronym "OSE" refers to oblivious subspace embedding, a term coined in [NN13] to refer to distributions over Π yielding a subspace embedding for any fixed subspace of a particular bounded dimension with high probability. We start with a simple lemma.
Lemma 2. Suppose D satisfies the (ε, δ, 2d, ℓ)-OSE moment property and A, B are matrices with (1) the same number of rows, and (2) sum of ranks at most 2d. Then
Proof. First, we apply Lemma 1 to A and B, where U forms an orthonormal basis for the subspace span{columns(A), columns(B)}, showing that
Then, just as [KN14, Theorem 6.2] showed that having OSE moments with d = 1 implies approximate matrix multiplication with Frobenius norm error, here we show that having OSE moments for larger d implies approximate matrix multiplication with operator norm error. Theorem 1. Given k, ε, δ ∈ (0, 1/2), let D be any distribution over matrices with n columns with the (ε, δ, 2k, ℓ)-OSE moment property for some ℓ ≥ 2. Then, for any A, B,
Proof. We can assume A, B each have orthogonal columns. This is since, via the full SVD, there exist orthogonal matrices R A , R B such that AR A and BR B each have orthogonal columns. Since neither left nor right multiplication by an orthogonal matrix changes operator norm,
Thus, we replace A by AR A and similarly for B. We may also assume the columns a 1 , a 2 , . . . of A are sorted so that a i 2 ≥ a i+1 2 for all i. Henceforth we assume A has orthogonal columns in this sorted order (and similarly for B, with columns b i ). Now, treat A as a block matrix in which the columns are blocked into groups of size k, and similarly for B (if the number of columns of either A or B is not divisible by k, then pad them with all-zero columns until they are, which does not affect the claim). Let the spectral norm of the ith block of A be s i = a (i−1)·k+1 2 , and for B denote the spectral norm of the ith block as t i = b (i−1)·k+1 2 . These equalities for A, B hold since their columns are orthogonal and sorted by norm. We claim i s 2 i ≤ A 2 + A 2 F /k (and similarly for i t 2 i ). To see this, let the blocks of
Let v {i} denote the ith block of a vector v (the k-dimensional vector whose entries consist of entries (i − 1) · k + 1 to i · k of v), and C {i},{j} the (i, j)th block of C, a k × k matrix (the entries in C contained in the ith block of rows and jth block of columns). Now, C = sup x = y =1 x T Cy. For any such vectors x and y, we define new vectors x ′ and y ′ whose coordinates correspond to entire blocks: we let x ′ i = x {i} , with y ′ defined analogously. We similarly define C ′ with entries corresponding to blocks of C, where C ′ i,j = C {i},{j} . Then x T Cy ≤ x ′T C ′ y ′ , simply by bounding the contribution of each block. Thus it suffices to upper bound C ′ , which we bound by its Frobenius norm C ′ F . Now, recalling for a random variable X that X ℓ denotes (E |X| ℓ ) 1/ℓ and using Minkowski's inequality (that · ℓ is a norm for ℓ ≥ 1),
We now discuss the implications of applying Theorem 1 to specific OSE's.
Subgaussian maps:
In Section A.1 we show that if Π has independent subgaussian entries and m = Ω((k+log(1/δ))/ε 2 ) rows, then it satisfies the (ε, δ, 2k, Θ(k+log(1/δ))) OSE moment property. Thus Theorem 1 applies to show that such Π will satisfy (k, ε, δ)-AMM.
SRHT:
The SRHT is the matrix product Π = SHD where D ∈ R n×n is n × n diagonal with independent ±1 entries on the diagonal, H is a "bounded orthonormal system" (i.e. an orthogonal matrix in R n×n with max i,j |H i,j | = O(1/ √ n)), and the m rows of S are independent and each samples a uniformly random element of [n] . Bounded orthonormal systems include the discrete Fourier matrix and the Hadamard matrix; thus such Π exist supporting matrix-vector multiplication in O(n log n) time. Thus when computing ΠA for some n × d matrix A, this takes time O(nd log n) (by applying Π to A column by column). In Theorem 9 we show that the SRHT with m = Ω((k + log(1/(εδ)) log(k/δ))/ε 2 ) satisfies the (ε, δ, 2k, log(k/δ))-OSE moment property, and thus provides (k, ε, δ)-AMM. Interestingly our analysis of the SRHT in Section A.2 seems to be asymptotically tighter than any other analyses in previous work even for the basic subspace embedding property, and even slightly improves the by now standard analysis of the Fast JL transform given in [AC09] .
Sparse subspace embeddings: The sparse embedding distribution with parameters m, s is as follows [CW13, NN13, KN14] . The matrix Π has m rows and n columns. The columns are independent, and for each column exactly s uniformly random entries are chosen without replacement and set to ±1/ √ s independently; other entries in that column are set to zero. Alternatively, one could use the CountSketch [CCF04] : the m rows are equipartitioned into s sets of size m/s each. The columns are independent, and in each column we pick exactly one row from each of the s partitions and set the corresponding entry in that column to ±1/ √ s uniformly; the rest of the entries in the column are set to 0. Note ΠA can be multiplied in time O(s · nnz(A)), and thus small s is desirable. It was shown in [MM13, NN13] , slightly improving [CW13] , that either of the above distributions satisfies the (ε, δ, k, 2)-OSE moment property for m = Ω(k 2 /(ε 2 δ)), s = 1, and hence (k, ε, δ)-AMM (though this particular conclusion follows easily from [KN14, Theorem 6.2]). It was also shown in [Coh16] , improving upon [NN13] , that they satisfy the (ε, δ, k, log(k/δ))-OSE moment property, and hence also (k, ε, δ)-AMM, for m = Ω(Bk log(k/δ)/ε 2 ), s = Ω(log B (k/δ)/ε) for any B > 2. It is conjectured that for B = O(1), m = Ω((k + log(1/δ))/ε 2 ) should suffice [NN13, Conjecture 14].
Remark 2. The work [Coh16] does not explicitly discuss the OSE moment property for sparse subspace embeddings. Rather, [Coh16] 
) ℓ < δ by choice of ℓ, which is the (ε, δ, k, log(k/δ))-OSE moment property.
Remark 3. Currently there appears to be a tradeoff: one can either use Π such that ΠA can be computed quickly, such as sparse subspace embeddings or the SRHT, but then the number of rows m is at least k log k. Alternatively one could achieve the optimal m = O(k/ε 2 ) using subgaussian Π, but then multiplying by Π is slower: O(mnd) time for A ∈ R n×d . However, settling for a tradeoff is unnecessary. One can actually obtain the "best of both worlds" by composition, i.e. the multiplication Π = Π 1 · Π 2 of two matrices both supporting AMM. Thus Π 2 could be a fast matrix providing AMM to low (but suboptimal) dimension, and Π 1 a "slow" (e.g. subgaussian) matrix with the optimal O(k/ε 2 ) number of rows. In fact one can even set Π = Π 1 Π 2 Π 3 where Π 3 is the sparse subspace embedding with O(k 2 /ε 2 ) rows and s = 1, Π 2 is the SRHT, and Π 1 is a subgaussian matrix. Then ΠA will have the desired O(k/ε 2 ) rows and can be computed in time
; see Section A.3 for justification.
Characterization for (k, ε, )-AMM via deterministic events
Here we provide a different characterization for achieving (k, ε)-AMM. Without loss of generality we assume max{ A 2 , A 2 F /k} = max{ B 2 , B 2 F /k} = 1 (so A 2 , B 2 ≤ 1 and A 2 F , B 2 F ≤ k). Let w, w ′ each be minimal such that Aw , Bw′ ≤ ε/C ′ for some sufficiently large constant C ′ (which will be set in the proof of Theorem 2). It was shown that w, w ′ = O(k/ε 2 ) in the proof of Theorem 3.2 (i.b) in [MZ11] . Write the SVDs
i as set of all columns of U Aw , U B w ′ whose corresponding squared singular values (from Σ Aw , Σ B w ′ ) are at least 1/2 i . Let D Aw be the set of min{k, w} largest singular vectors from U Aw , and define
Let s i denote the dimension of span(D i ), and note the s i are non-decreasing. Lets i be s i after rounding up to the nearest power of 2. Group all i with the same value ofs i into groups G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G log 2 (1/ε 2 ) . For example if for i = 0, 1, 2, 3 the s i are 3, 4, 15, 16 then thes i are 4, 4, 16, 16 and G 1 = {0, 1}, G 2 = {2, 3}. Let v j be the common value ofs i for i in G j .
It thus suffices to bound the second summand by 4k.
Note that we can find a basis for D ′ i among the columns of U Aw , U B w ′ with corresponding squared singular value at least 1/2 i , so let a i + b i = s ′ i , where a i is the number of columns of U Aw in the basis and b i the number of columns of U B w ′ in the basis. Then by averaging, if the inequality of the lemma statement does not hold then either i a i /2 i > 2k or i b i /2 i > 2k. Without loss of generality assume the former.
Consider an arbitrary column of U Aw , and suppose it has squared singular value in the range [1/2 i , 1/2 i−1 ). Then it is in span(D ′ j ) for all j ≥ i. Its contribution to i a i /2 i is therefore 1/2 i + 1/2 i+1 + . . . which is at most 2/2 i = 1/2 i−1 . It follows that i a i /2 i ≤ 2k, since the squared Frobenius norm of A w is at most k. This is a contradiction to i a i /2 i > 2k. Now we prove the main theorem of this subsection.
Theorem 2. Suppose that the following conditions hold:
(1) If w + w ′ ≤ k, then Π is an ε/C-subspace embedding for the subspace spanned by the columns of A w , B w ′ . Otherwise if w + w ′ > k, then for each 0 ≤ i ≤ log 2 (1/ε 2 ), Π is an ε i /C-subspace embedding for span(D i ′ ) with
(2) ΠAw , ΠBw′ ≤ ε/C.
Then Eq. (4) holds as long as C is smaller than some fixed universal constant.
Proof. We would like to bound
Using XY ≤ X · Y for any conforming matrices X, Y , we see ∆ ≤ ε 2 /C 2 by condition (2). Furthermore by the definition of w, w ′ we know Aw , Bw′ ≤ ε/C ′ , and thus ζ + η + Θ ≤ 2ε/C ′ + (ε/C ′ ) 2 . Note condition (1) implies that Π is a (1/2)-subspace embedding for the subspace spanned by columns of A w , B w ′ (by taking i maximal). Thus by both conditions we have β, γ ≤ (ε/C)(1 + 1/2).
It only remains to bound α. If w + w ′ ≤ k, then we are done by condition (1) and Lemma 1. Thus assume w + w ′ > k. Then we have
Let x, y be any unit norm vectors. Write x = x 1 + x 2 + . . . + x b for b = log 2 (1/ε 2 ), where x i is the restriction of x to coordinates for which the corresponding squared singular values in Σ Aw are in (1/2 i , 1
We bound the first sum, as bounding the second is similar. Note U Aw Σ Aw x i , U B w ′ Σ B w ′ j≤i y j ∈ D i . Therefore by property (1) and Lemma 1,
where Eq. (8) used that the corresponding v value in property (1) is at most 2s i . Returning to Eq. (7) and applying Cauchy-Schwarz and Lemma 3,
We thus finally have that Eq. (6) is at most (2 √ 8 + 3)ε/C + +(ε/C) 2 + 2ε/C ′ + (ε/C ′ ) 2 , which is at most ε for C, C ′ sufficiently large constants. Now we discuss some implications of Theorem 2 for specific Π.
Example 1: Let Π have O(k/ε 2 ) rows forming an orthonormal basis for the span of the columns of A w , B w ′ . Property (1) is satisfied for every i in fact with ε i = 0. Property (2) is also satisfied since ΠAw ≤ Π · Aw ≤ ε, and similarly for bounding ΠBw′ .
Example 2: Let Π be a random m×n matrix with independent entries that are subgaussian with variance 1/m. For example, the entries of Π may be N (0, 1/m), or uniform in {−1/ √ m, 1/ √ m}. Let m be Θ((k + log(1/δ))/ε 2 ). As mentioned in Section A.1, such Π is an ε-subspace embedding for a k-dimensional subspace with failure probability δ. For property (1) of Theorem 2, if w+w ′ ≤ k then we would like Π to be an ε-subspace embedding for a subspace of dimension at most k, which holds with failure probability δ. If w + w ′ > k then we would like Π to be an ε i -subspace embedding for span(D i ′ ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ log 2 (1/ε 2 ) simultaneously. Note max j v j ≤ 2(w + w ′ ) = O(k/ε 2 ), and thus max j v j ≤ m. Thus for a subspace under consideration D i ′ for i ′ ∈ G j , we have failure probability δ v j /k for our choice of m. By construction every v j is at least k, and the v j increase at least geometrically. Thus our total failure probability is, by a union bound, j δ v j /k ≤ j δ 2 j−1 = O(δ). Property (2) of Theorem 2 is satisfied with failure probability δ by [RV13, Theorem 3.2].
Applications
Spectral norm approximate matrix multiplication with dimension bounds depending on stable rank has immediate applications for the analysis of generalized regression and low-rank approximation problems. We also point out to the reader recent applications of this result to kernelized ridge regression [YPW15] and k-means clustering [CEM + 15].
Generalized regression
Here we consider generalized regression: attempting to approximate a matrix B as AX, with A of rank at most k. Let P A be the orthogonal projection operator to the column space of A, with PĀ = I − P ; then the natural best approximation will satisfy
This minimizes both the Frobenius and spectral norms of AX − B. A standard approximation algorithm for this is to replace A and B with sketches ΠA and ΠB, then solve the reduced problem exactly (see e.g. [CW09] , Theorem 3.1). This will producẽ
Below we give a lemma on the guarantees of the sketched solution in terms of properties of Π. 
Proof. We may write:
So far, we have shown that the error depends only on PĀB and not P A B (with the third line following from the fact that the sketched regression is exact on P A B). Now, in the last line, we can see that the two terms lie in orthogonal column spaces (the first in the span of A, the second orthogonal to it). For matrices X and Y with orthogonal column spans, X + Y 2 ≤ X 2 + Y 2 , so this is at most
Spectral submultiplicativity then implies the first term is at most
Multiplying these together, squaring, and adding the remaining PĀB 2 term gives a bound of
Low-rank approximation
Now we apply the generalized regression result from Section 3.1 to obtain a result on low-rank approximation: approximating a matrix A in the formŨ kΣkṼ T k , whereŨ k has only k columns and bothŨ k andṼ k have orthonormal columns. Here, we consider a previous approach (see e.g. [Sar06] ):
1. Let S = ΠA.
2. Let P S be the orthogonal projection operator to the row space of S. LetÃ = AP S .
Compute a singular value decomposition ofÃ, and keep only the top k singular vectors.
Return the resulting low rank approximationÃ k ofÃ.
It turns out computingÃ k can be done much more quickly than computing A k ; see details in [CW09, Lemma 4.3]. Let A k be the exact k-truncated SVD approximation of A (and thus the best rank-k approximation, in the spectral and Frobenius norms), and let U k be the top k column singular vectors, and Ak = A − A k be the tail. 
is a (1/2)-subspace embedding for the column space of
Proof. Note that this procedure chooses the best possible (in the spectral norm) rank-k approximation to A subject to the constraint of lying in the row space of S. Thus, the spectral norm error can be no worse than the error of a specific such matrix we exhibit. We simply choose the matrix obtained by running our generalized regression algorithm from A onto U k , with Π:
Kernelized ridge regression
In nonparametric regression one is given data y i = f * (x i ) + w i for i = 1, . . . , n, and the goal is to recover a good estimate for the function f * . Here the y i are scalars, the x i are vectors, and the w i are independent noise, often assumed to be distributed as mean-zero gaussian with some variance σ 2 . Unlike linear regression where f * (x i ) is assumed to take the form β, x for some vector β, in nonparametric regression we allow f * to be an arbitrary function from some function space. Naturally the goal then is to recover somef from the data so that, as n grows, the probability that f is "close" to f * increases at some good rate. The recent work [YPW15] considers the well studied problem of obtainingf so that f − f * 2 n is small with high probability over the noise w, where one uses the definition
The work [YPW15] considers the case where f * comes from a Hilbert space H of functions f such that f is guaranteed to be square integrable, and the map x → f (x) is a bounded linear functional. The functionf is then defined to be the optimal solution to the Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR) problem of computing
for some parameter λ n . It is known that any H as above can be written as the closure of the set of all functions
over all α ∈ R N and vectors z 1 , . . . , z N for some positive semidefinite kernel function k. Furthermore, the optimal solution to Eq. (11) can be expressed as f LS = n i=1 α LS i · k(·, x i ) for some choice of weight vector α LS , and it is known that f LS − f * n will be small with high probability, over the randomness in w, if λ n is chosen appropriately (see [YPW15] for background references and precise statements).
After rewriting Eq. (11) using Eq. (12) and defining a matrix K with K i,j = k(x i , x j ), one arrives at a reformulation for KRR of computing
which can be computed in O(n 3 ) time. The work [YPW15] then focuses on speeding this up, by instead computing a solution to the lower-dimensional problem
and then returning asf the function specified by the weight vectorα = Π TαLS . Note that once various matrix products are formed (where the running time complexity depends on the Π being used), one only needs to invert an m × m matrix thus taking O(m 3 ) time. They then prove that f − f * n is small with high probability as long as Π satisfies two deterministic conditions (see the proof of Lemma 2 [YPW15, Section 4.1.2], specifically equation (26) in that work):
• Π is a (1/2)-subspace embedding for a particular low-dimensional subspace
and thus it suffices for Π to provide the approximate matrix multiplication property for the product B T B, where B has low stable rank.
The first bullet simply requires a subspace embedding in the standard sense, and for the second bullet [YPW15] avoided AMM by obtaining a bound on ΠB directly by their own analyses for gaussian Π and the SRHT (in the gaussian case, it also follows from [RV13, Theorem 3.2]). Our result thus provides a unifying analysis which works for a larger and general class of Π, including for example sparse subspace embeddings.
k-means clustering
In the works [BZMD15, CEM + 15], the authors considered dimensionality reduction methods for k-means clustering. Recall in k-means clustering one is given n points x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ R d , as well as an integer k ≥ 1, and the goal is to find k points y 1 , . . . ,
That is, the n points can be partitioned arbitrarily into k clusters, then a "cluster center" should be assigned to each cluster so as to minimize sums of squared Euclidean distances of each of the n points to their cluster centers. It is a standard fact that once a partition P = {P 1 , . . . , P k } of the n points into clusters is fixed, the optimal cluster centers to choose are the centroids of the points in each of the k partitions, i.e. y j = (1/|P j |) · i∈P j x i . One key observation common to both of the works [BZMD15, CEM + 15] is that k-means clustering is closely related to the problem of low-rank approximation. More specifically, given a partition P = {P 1 , . . . , P k }, define the n × k matrix X P by
Let A ∈ R n×d have rows x 1 , . . . , x n . Then the k-means problem can be rewritten as computing
where P ranges over all partitions of {1, . . . , n} into k sets. It is easy to verify that the non-zero columns of X P are orthonormal, so X P X T P is the orthogonal projection onto the column space of X P . Thus if one defines S as the set of all rank at most k orthogonal projections obtained as X P X T P for some k-partition P, then the above can be rewritten as the constrained rank-k projection problem of computing
One can verify this by hand, since the rows of A are the points x i , and the ith row of P A for P = X P X T P is the centroid of the points in i's partition in P. The work [CEM + 15] showed that if S is any subset of projections of rank at most k (henceforth rank-k projections) and Π ∈ R m×d satisfies certain technical conditions to be divulged soon, then ifP ∈ S satisfies (I −P )AΠ
then
One set of sufficient conditions for Π is as follows (see [CEM + 15, Lemma 10]). Let A k denote the best rank-k approximation to A and let Ak = A − A k . Define Z ∈ R d×r for r = 2k by Z = V r , i.e. the top r right singular vectors of A are the columns of Z. Define B 1 = Z T and 
and ΠB 2 2
One can easily check B 2 = 1 and B 2 F ≤ 3k, so the stable rankr(B) is at most 3k. Thus Eq. (16) 
Stable rank and row selection
As well as random projections, approximate matrix multiplication (and subspace embeddings) by row selection are also common in algorithms. This corresponds to setting Π to a diagonal matrix S with relatively few nonzero entries. Unlike random projections, there are no oblivious distributions of such matrices S with universal guarantees. Instead, S must be determined (either randomly or deterministically) from the matrices being embedded.
There are two particularly algorithmically useful methods for obtaining such S. The first is importance sampling: independent random sampling of the rows, but with nonuniform sampling probabilities. This is analyzed using matrix Chernoff bounds [AW02] , and for the case of k-dimensional subspace embedding or approximate matrix multiplication of rank-k matrices, it can produce O(k(log k)/ε 2 ) samples [SS11] . The second method is the deterministic selection method given in [BSS12] , often called "BSS", choosing only O(k/ε 2 ) rows. This still runs in polynomial time, but originally required many relatively expensive linear algebra steps and thus was slower in general; see [LS15] for runtime improvements.
The matrix Chernoff methods can be extended to the stable-rank case, making even the log factor depend only on the stable rank, using "intrinsic dimension" variants of the bounds as presented in Chapter 7 of [Tro15] . Specifically, Theorem 6.3.1 of that work can be applied with each n summands each equal to
where a i is the ith row of A, and i is random with the probability of choosing a particular row i equal to
We here give an extension of BSS that covers low stable rank matrices as well.
Theorem 5. Given an n by d matrix A such that A 2 ≤ 1 and A 2 F ≤ k, and an ε ∈ (0, 1), there exists a diagonal matrix S with O(k/ε 2 ) nonzero entries such that
Such an S can be computed by a polynomial-time algorithm.
When A T A is the identity, this is just the original BSS result. It is also stronger than Theorem 3.3 of [KMST10] , implying it when A is the combination of the rows N/T · v i from that theorem statement with an extra column containing the costs, and a constant ǫ. The techniques in that paper, on the other hand, can prove a result comparable to Theorem 5, but with the row count scaling as k/ε 3 rather than k/ε 2 .
Proof. The proof closely follows the original proof of BSS. However, for simplicity, and because the tight constants are not needed for most applications, we do not include [BSS12, Claim 3.6] and careful parameter-setting.
At each step, the algorithm will maintain a partial approximation Z = (SA) T (SA) (the matrix "A" in [BSS12] ), with S beginning as 0. Additionally, we keep track of upper and lower "walls" X u and X l ; in the original BSS these are just multiples of the identity. The final S will be returned by the algorithm (rescaled by a constant so that the average of the upper and lower walls is A T A).
We will maintain the invariants
These are the so-called upper and lower potentials from BSS. We also require X u ≺ Z ≺ X l ; recall M ≺ M ′ means that M ′ − M is positive definite. Note that unlike [BSS12] , here we do not apply a change of variables making A T A the identity (to avoid confusion, since that would change the Frobenius norm). This is the reason for the slightly more complicated form of the potentials. In the original BSS, X u and X l were always scalar multiples of the identity (here, without the change of variables, that would correspond to always being multiples of A T A). [BSS12] thus simply represented them with scalars. Like BSS, we will increase X u and X l by multiples of A T A-however, the key difference from BSS is that they are initialized to multiples of the identity, rather than A T A. In particular, we may initialize X u to kI and X l to −kI. This is still good enough to get the spectral norm bounds we require here (as opposed to the stronger multiplicative approximation guaranteed by BSS).
We will have two scalar values, δ u and δ l , depending only on ε; they will be set later. One step consists of 1. Choose a row a i from A and a positive scalar t, and add ta i a T i to Z (via increasing the i component of S).
Add δ
We will show that with suitable values of δ u and δ l , for any Z obeying the invariants there always exists a choice of i and t such that the invariants will still be true after the step is complete. This corresponds to Lemmas 3.3 through 3.5 of BSS.
For convenience, we define, at a given step, the matrix functions of y
The upper barrier value, after making a step of ta i a T i and increasing X u , is
Applying the Sherman-Morrison formula, and cyclicity of trace, to the rank-1 update ta i a T i , this can be rewritten as
Since the function f (y) = tr(AM u (y)A T ) is a convex function of y with derivative
Then the difference between the barrier before and after the step is at most
Constraining this to be no greater than zero, rewriting in terms of 1 t and pulling it out gives
Furthermore, as long as 1 t is at least this, Z will remain below X u , since the barrier must approach infinity as t approaches the smallest value passing X u .
For the lower barrier value after the step, we get
Again, applying Sherman-Morrison rewrites it as
Again, due to convexity the increase in the barrier from raising X l is at most δ l times the local derivative. The difference in the barrier after the step is then at most
This is not greater than zero as long as
There is some value of t that works for a i as long as the lower bound for 1 t is no larger than the upper bound. To show that there is at least one choice of i for which this holds, we look at the sum of all the lower bounds and compare to the sum of all the upper bounds. Summing the former over all i gets
and the latter gets
Finally, note that
and the lower barrier implies Z − X l ≻ A T A, implying that as long as
Thus, we can always make a step as long as δ u and δ l are set so that
2 . This is satisfied by
Before the first step, X u and X l can be initialized as kI and −kI, respectively. If the algorithm is then run for k ε 2 steps, we have: , and use the resulting S. Note that X satisfies the conditions of that theorem, since concatenating the sets of columns at most adds the squares of their spectral and Frobenius norms. (SA) T (SB) − A T B is a submatrix of 2 max( A 2 , A F / √ k) max( B 2 , B F / √ k)((SX) T (SX) − X T X), so its spectral norm is upper bounded by the spectral norm of that matrix, which in turn is bounded by the guarantee of Theorem 5. Let x be a unit norm vector that achieves the sup above, i.e. A = | Ax, x |. Then, letting y be the closest element of T γ to x, random location and zeroes elsewhere. A similar construction is where S is an n × n diagonal matrix with S i,i = η i being independent Bernoulli random variables each of expectation m/n (so that, in expectation, S selects m rows from HD). We will here show the moment property for this latter variant since it makes the notation a tad cleaner, though the analysis we present holds essentially unmodified for the former variant as well.
Our analysis below implies that the SRHT provides an ε-subspace embedding for d-dimensional subspaces with failure probability δ for m = O(ε −2 (d + log(1/(εδ))) log(d/δ)). This is an improvement over analyses we have found in previous works. The analysis in [Tro11] only considers constant ε and δ = O(1/d) and for these settings achieves m = O((d+log n) log d), which is still slightly worse than our bound for this setting of ε, δ (our bound removes the log n and achieves any 1/ poly(d) failure probability with the same m). The analysis in [LDFU13] only allows failure probabilities greater than n/e d . They show failure probability δ + n/e d is achieved for m = O(d log(d/δ)/ε 2 ), which is also implied by our result if m ≤ n (which is certainly the case in applications for the SRHT to be useful, since otherwise one could use the n × n identity matrix as a subspace embedding). The reason for these differences is that previous works operate by showing HDU has small row norms with high probability over D; since there are n rows, some logarithmic dependence on n shows up in a union bound. After this conditioning, one then shows that S works. Our analysis does not do any such conditioning at all. Interestingly, such a lossy conditioning approach was done even for the case d = 1 [AC09] . As we see below, these analyses can be improved (essentially the log n terms that appear from the conditioning approach can be very slightly improved to log m).
Our main motivation in re-analyzing the SRHT was not to improve the bounds, but simply to clearly demonstrate that the SRHT satisfies the OSE moment property. The fact that our moment based analysis below (very slightly) improved m was a fortunate accident. Before we present our proof of the OSE moment property for the SRHT, we state a theorem we will use. For a random matrix M , we henceforth use M p to denote (E M Theorem 7 (Non-commutative Khintchine inequality [LP86, LPP91] ). Let X 1 , . . . , X n be fixed real matrices and σ 1 , . . . , σ n be independent Rademachers. Then
Sp .
We will also make use of the Hanson-Wright inequality.
Theorem 8 (Hanson-Wright [HW71]).
For (σ i ) independent Rademachers and A symmetric,
We now present our main analysis of this subsection. Proof. For a fixed U ∈ R n×d with orthonormal columns, we would like to bound Remark 4. An even slicker argument that works in the case when Π 1 , Π 2 are both drawn from distributions satisfying the (ε, δ, k, ℓ)-OSE moment property is to observe that the distribution of the product Π 1 Π 2 itself satisfies the OSE moment property. Indeed, letting Z p denote (E |Z| p ) 1/p for a scalar random variable Z, and letting U ∈ R n×k denote a matrix with orthonormal columns, (Π 1 Π 2 U ) T Π 1 Π 2 U − I ℓ < εδ 1/ℓ Π 2 U 2 ℓ (Lemma 2) = εδ 1/ℓ (Π 2 U ) T Π 2 U ℓ ≤ εδ 1/ℓ (1 + (Π 2 U ) T Π 2 U − I ℓ ) (triangle inequality)
≤ εδ 1/ℓ (1 + εδ 1/ℓ )
In the first line we used that when A = B in Lemma 2, Π 1 need only satisfy the OSE moment property with parameter k instead of 2k (since then the span of the columns of both A and B has dimension at most k). Thus the distribution of the product Π 1 Π 2 satisfies the (O(ε), O(δ), k, ℓ)-OSE moment property.
